Press Release

SynepsisDart and eDrilling announce partnership
to provide solutions for real time drilling excellence

Houston, August 2, 2016 - eDrilling, a leading provider of drilling and well performance solutions, and
SynepsisDart, a Drilling Optimization company that provides 24/7 monitoring and analysis of real-time
drilling data for early detection and recognition of the symptoms of NPT/ILT and conditions adversely affecting
ROP, today announced their partnership that will help E&P companies create significant value during
drilling operations. Both eDrilling and Synepsis are committed through their partnership to help their
upstream customers drill wells safer, quicker and cheaper.
SynepsisDART will provide experts to monitor remotely from their DART (Data Analysis in Real Time)
Center their visualization, monitoring and data management solutions, along with eDrilling’s state of the
art real time software solutions.
“The advanced capability of eDrilling from its dynamic real time, interactive modeling technology
complements the extensive drilling experience of SynepsisDART engineers thereby enhancing their
ability to deliver quicker, reliable analysis and information for the decision maker” stated Gerry
Galamay, Owner/Drilling Advisor of SynepsisDART

“eDrilling is confident that with this partnership with SynepsisDART, we are well positioned to provide our
customers globally with the right support to better achieve their drilling and well performance goals,” said
Rolv Rommetveit, CTO of eDrilling.

About SynepsisDART
SynepsisDART delivers 24/7 real time remote monitoring and analysis of drilling data and translating them
into information needed in the decision making process. This involves data quality control and early
detection of symptoms indicating potential drilling problems and adverse long term trends that contribute
to sub-optimal drilling rates. More information on http://www.synepsisdart.us/
About eDrilling
eDrilling is a world leading provider of drilling and well performance solutions that helps E&P
companies, operators, and service companies to save cost, improve safety, and increase efficiency of
drilling operations. eDrilling have, under their suite of products, built-for-purpose drilling simulation
training software with unparalleled levels of realism to actual drilling scenarios.
More information on www.edrilling.no.
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